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This is the dictionary teachers and students love to use – it’s the world’s best-selling advanced learner’s dictionary. The 8th edition, with Oxford iWriter, develops the skills students find most difficult: writing, and developing the vocabulary to express ideas and opinions.

• Oxford iWriter on CD-ROM and 32-page Oxford Writing Tutor help students plan, write and review their written work.
• 1,000 new words and meanings cover technology, lifestyle, slang and the economy (carbon trading, citizen journalism, malware, staycation).
• Oxford 3000Plus™ keyword entries show the most important words to know in English and the most important meanings of those words.
• Topic Collocation Notes and synonym information in the Oxford 3000™ keyword entries enable students to extend their vocabulary to over 7,500 words.
• 64-page Visual Vocabulary Builder, with colour photos and illustrations, builds vocabulary on topics such as landscapes, the environment, leisure activities and ‘inside the house’.
• Academic Word List words marked.

www.oald8.com

Access the complete A–Z dictionary online.
• Hear all the headwords spoken in British and American English.
• Access the Oxford 3000™ list, the Academic Word List, usage notes and pictures.
• Use the Oxford Text Checker to assess the vocabulary content of a text before using it in class. Find out how many of the words are on the Oxford 3000™ list.
• Set up the OALD search box on your own website.

Download Edition

Download the software to install the complete OALD CD-ROM content, including Oxford iWriter, on a school computer network.

Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary CD-ROM with Oxford iWriter

Oxford iWriter guides and supports students with writing an argument or comparison essay, a report, review, CV/résumé, etc.

Dictionary apps for your smartphone or tablet

Our range of dictionary apps makes it easy to understand what words mean, how to use them, and how to say them. Further information available from www.oup.com/elt/fingertips

Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary

Instant access to the A–Z Dictionary
• Use My View to choose what to look at on screen – make entries shorter by hiding IPA, example sentences, pictures and synonyms.
• Hear all the headwords spoken in British and American accents.
• Hear 58,000 spoken example sentences. Access online, or download to listen offline.
• Available for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, tablets for Android, Mac OS, Windows™ Phone, Windows™ 8, BlackBerry® and Kindle Fire.

Bilingual apps

BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE
NEW Dicionário Oxford Escolar para estudantes brasileiros de inglês

SPANISH
Diccionario Oxford Pocket para estudiantes de inglés

ITALIAN
Dizionario Oxford Study per studenti d’inglese

ARABIC
Oxford Wordpower Dictionary for Arabic-speaking learners of English

Instant access to the full A–Z dictionary, plus real voice (not text to speech) audio for all English words.
• Practise pronunciation: hear English words pronounced with British and American accents, record yourself saying the words and compare your pronunciation.
• No Internet access required to hear the audio content.
• Build your topic vocabulary with pre-loaded Topics that bring together words to talk about computing, jobs, sports, etc.
• Create your own list of favourite words and create folders to organize and store them.
• Available for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad and tablets for Android.

See also Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary page 83

See also Bilingual Learners’ Dictionaries page 89
For institutional purposes only. Equip your school devices with the apps you want your students to use.

NEW Oxford Learner’s Reference Library

Only available for institutions.
This app allows an educational institution using iPod touch, iPhones or iPads to purchase the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, Dicionário Oxford Escolar, Diccionario Oxford Pocket, Dizionario Oxford Study, Oxford Wordpower Dictionary for Arabic-speaking learners of English or Practical English Usage for students to use on a one-year or perpetual licence.
• Institution purchases access codes for students to use the app.
• Students download the free Oxford Learner’s Reference Library app, and enter the code to download the dictionary content.

Further information available at: www.oup.com/elt/fingertips

NEW Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary Code Version

Only available for institutions.
This app allows an educational institution using tablets for Android or BlackBerry® devices to purchase the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary app for students to use on a one-year or perpetual licence.

Further information available at: www.oup.com/elt/fingertips

AMERICAN ENGLISH – SPANISH

Oxford Picture Dictionary

Access the best-selling picture dictionary to enrich, extend and reinforce vocabulary learning for Spanish-speaking learners of English.
• Introduce 4,000 terms, organized into 12 thematic units, including Everyday Language, People, Housing, Food and Recreation, and more! Each unit includes phrases and expressions from everyday life that help put words and images in context.
• Zoom-in/zoom-out feature allows students to better experience the vocabulary within each scene and image.
• Bookmark any entry to easily search for terms.
• Use the search function to quickly look up any term in the dictionary.
• Available for iPhone/iPad. Unit 1 available free from the App Store.

Rated as one of 2013’s top ten educational apps by eSchoolNews

See also Oxford Picture Dictionary page 90

AMERICAN ENGLISH

Oxford Advanced American Dictionary

Instant access to the A–Z dictionary.
• Hear all the headwords in American English (no Internet access required).
• Use My View to choose which parts of the dictionary entries to hide and save space on screen, for example hide phonetics, examples and pictures.
• Tap on any word in a definition or example to go to that entry.
• Access all usage notes, word family boxes and verb forms.
• Available for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad.

See also Oxford Advanced American Dictionary page 90

Ipad, iPhone, and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Oxford Essential Dictionary
Second Edition

ELEMENTARY AND PRE-INTERMEDIATE (A1–A2)

Over 24,000 words, phrases and meanings.
• 2,000 most important and useful words to learn at this level marked as keywords.
• 500 Focus Notes on spelling, grammar and pronunciation help learners avoid mistakes.
• 13,000 examples help students use words correctly.
• 16-page colour Picture Dictionary section and 16-page study section give extra help on topics such as talking on the telephone, letter writing, and talking about dates and numbers.

Essential Dictionary CD-ROM
• Search the complete A–Z dictionary.
• Hear spoken British and American pronunciation of all the words and listen to thousands of spoken examples at keyword entries.
• Prepare for exams like KET, and the Starters, Movers, and Flyers Tests with the games and exercises.
• Includes iGuide, an interactive tutorial to help you explore dictionary entries.

Oxford Student’s Dictionary
for learners using English to study other subjects
Third Edition

UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B2–C1)

52,000 words, phrases and meanings.
Helps students learn the vocabulary they need to use English to study other subjects (biology, history, mathematics, etc.).
• Collocations boxes show how to talk and write about topics (e.g. art, describing trends, the legal system, health).
• Oxford 3000™, the most important words that students need to know, marked with a .
• All words from the Academic Word List are marked to help with academic writing.
• 40 reference pages develop academic writing and study skills.
• Hundreds of diagrams and illustrations.

Oxford Basic English Dictionary
Fourth Edition

ELEMENTARY AND PRE-INTERMEDIATE (A1–A2)

A lower-price version of the Oxford Essential Dictionary. Only available in certain countries.

Student’s Dictionary CD-ROM
• Search the complete Oxford Student’s Dictionary and the Oxford Learner’s Wordfinder Dictionary.
• Search the words needed for each subject area in the Topic Dictionary.
• Create your own glossaries and word lists in the My Topics Dictionary and add your own notes to entries.
• Vocabulary-building and exam practice exercises.
• iGuide, an interactive tutorial to help you explore dictionary entries.

Oxford Student’s Dictionary for learners using English to study other subjects, Third Edition

Paperback with CD-ROM 978 0 19 433135 7
Paperback 978 0 19 433138 8
Special Price Edition (only available in certain countries) 978 0 19 433136 4
Oxford Wordpower Dictionary

Fourth Edition

Shortlisted for the British Council Innovation in Learner Resources Award 2013

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (B1–B2)

This is the dictionary that gets results by developing writing skills and building vocabulary.

- **Oxford 3000™** keywords – the most useful words to know – clearly marked.
- **Help Notes** provide information to help students avoid errors.
- **24 Exam Tips** help students prepare for exams.
- **Topic Notes** on social networking, blogs, podcasts, etc., give information, as well as extending vocabulary.
- **16-page Oxford Writing Tutor** helps students plan, write and review their written work.

Oxford Wordpower CD-ROM with new Oxford iWriter

- **NEW** Oxford iWriter provides intermediate students with the help they need to plan, write and review different types of writing, including essays, articles, reviews, letters and emails.
- Search the complete A–Z dictionary.

Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary

Fourth Edition

INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B1–C2)

38,000 words, phrases and meanings.

Essential information on basic English vocabulary in a pocket-sized book. Includes 38,000 words, phrases and meanings with corpus-based examples and grammar information.

Oxford Learner’s Pocket Thesaurus

UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B2–C2)

Essential information about 25,000 synonyms and opposites in a handy pocket-sized book. Based on the Oxford Learner’s Thesaurus (see page 88).

Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary of Business English

INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B1–C2)


Oxford Business English Dictionary

for learners of English

INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B1–C2)

All the help and information learners need to do business in British or American English.

Includes over 30,000 words, phrases and meanings from a wide variety of business areas.

Oxford Primary Dictionary for Eastern Africa

ELEMENTARY TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE

More than 16,500 words and phrases, including the vocabulary used in the primary school English syllabus in Eastern Africa.

---

Look up words you know in Wordfinder to discover words you don’t know.

Use the Genie to look up words when you are online or using a Word document.

Use Topics to view entries from Wordpower under topic headings, for example all words connected with computing or the environment.

Games and exercises help learners build vocabulary and prepare for exams.

Access to two free online practice tests (PET or FCE) on www.oxfordenglishtesting.com.

NEW Guide, an interactive tutorial to help you explore dictionary entries.
Oxford Collocations Dictionary
for students of English
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B2–C2)

Shows the words that work together to help students write and speak natural-sounding English.

Shows over 250,000 common word combinations (collocations) essential for natural-sounding British and American English.

- Based on the Oxford English Corpus, a two-billion-word corpus that provides authoritative information on the most typical collocations.
- Collocations only found in British or American English are clearly labelled.
- 75,000 examples, using British and American English, show how collocations work in context.
- Collocations are grouped according to part of speech and meaning.
- Usage notes show collocations shared by sets of words such as languages and seasons.
- 16-page study section.

Collocations Dictionary CD-ROM
- Searchable index that makes it easy to find the collocations you are looking for.
- Pop-up definitions of every word included in the dictionary, with spoken pronunciation of British and American English.
- Search the complete dictionary.
- Practice exercises.

Oxford Learner’s Thesaurus
A dictionary of synonyms

Shortlisted for the British Council ELT Innovation Award 2009

UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B2–C2)

No two words are exactly the same. This learner’s thesaurus helps students distinguish between over 17,000 similar words and expressions, and use them correctly.

The 2,000 entries:
- include between three and ten near-synonyms, showing the differences between them in terms of meaning, grammar, register, collocations and frequency.
- help students understand the differences between familiar words such as easy and simple while learning expressions, such as effortless, painless and plain sailing.
- provide over 4,000 notes to enable students to distinguish between very close synonyms, choose the best word for the context, and use it correctly.

The Thesaurus also includes:
- an alphabetical index and a topic index.
- 16 study pages focusing on topics, with exam-style exercises.

The CD-ROM contains the complete thesaurus, and over 250 practice exercises.

Oxford Collocations Dictionary Pack (Dictionary and CD-ROM) 978 0 19 432538 7
Oxford Learner’s Thesaurus Pack (Book and CD-ROM) 978 0 19 475200 8

ALSO AVAILABLE
View these titles online
See www.oup.com/elt
Oxford Phrasal Verbs Dictionary
Oxford Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs
Oxford Idioms Dictionary
Oxford Dictionary of English Idioms
Oxford Learner’s Wordfinder Dictionary
Oxford Photo Dictionary
Oxford Children’s Picture Dictionary
Bilingual Learners’ Dictionaries

Oxford’s bilingual dictionaries are written exclusively for learners of English, and not for English-speaking learners of a foreign language.

- The dictionary tells learners in detail what they need to know about English.
- The entries are selected on the basis of frequency and relevance to the learner’s level and needs.
- They are compiled by a team who have experience of teaching English in the relevant country, who know the exams that students are preparing for, and understand their problems.
- Oxford bilingual learners’ dictionaries share the features of our monolingual learners’ dictionaries:
  - reliability guaranteed by corpus research.
  - active help with using English as well as understanding it.
  - numerous example sentences reflecting contemporary usage.
  - cultural notes, study pages and appendices on areas of particular interest.

Dictionary features:

- Broad coverage of American and British English.
- Fully updated with all the words today’s students need to know.
- Translations in Latin American Spanish.
- Numerous example sentences reflecting contemporary usage.
- Active help with using English as well as understanding it.
- Cultural notes, study pages and appendices on areas of particular interest.

New for 2009:

- Oxford 3000™ keywords show students the most important words to learn.
- Interactive CD-ROM allows students to:
  - Listen to and practice pronunciation of all English wordhead words.
  - Find out how the dictionary works with the new iGuide.
  - Build topic vocabulary with Topic and Picture Dictionaries.
  - Look up words on the Internet and in documents with Genie instant look-up.

NEW www.oup.com/elt

Each meaning of every word is translated into Turkish. You can look up the most profuse apologies

profuse
noun [ C ]
adv.
given or produced profusion
noun [ U ]

NEW

Oxford Wordpower Dictionary

English-English-Turkish

INTERMEDIATE (A2–B2)

English definitions and Turkish translations for each meaning of every word and phrase. Appendices on Irregular Verbs, Expressions Using Numbers, Geographical Names and Pronunciation, etc.

CD-ROM allows students to:

- Search the A–Z dictionary in English and Turkish.
- Build topic vocabulary using the Topic and Picture dictionaries.
- Use the iGuide to explore the information in the entries.
- Look up the meaning of a word when online or reading a Word document using the Genie.
- Do exercises, play games and develop their English with over 30 study pages, including Some Common Mistakes to Avoid and Wordpower Workout.

NEW

Diccionario Oxford Pocket para estudiantes latinoamericanos de inglés

ELEMENTARY TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1)

New bilingual learners’ dictionary specifically designed for Latin American students of English.

- Fully updated with all the words today’s students need to know.
- Translations in Latin American Spanish.
- Broad coverage of American and British English.
- Oxford 3000™ keywords show students the most important words to learn.
- Focus on vocabulary development and dictionary skills, with new “I can…” pages.

Interactive CD-ROM allows students to:

- Listen to and practise pronunciation of all English wordhead words.
- Find out how the dictionary works with the new iGuide.
- Build topic vocabulary with Topic and Picture Dictionaries.
- Look up words on the Internet and in documents with Genie instant look-up.

Diccionario Oxford Pocket para estudiantes latinoamericanos de inglés (Paperback with CD-ROM) 978 019 433733 5

Oxford Wordpower Dictionary

English-English-Turkish (Paperback with CD-ROM) 978 019 432340 6

See also Bilingual Dictionaries apps page 84
Oxford American Dictionaries

for learners of English

LOWER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (A1–C2)

These dictionaries are the key to academic success. They build language skills, covering the most important words for general and academic English, and developing content-area vocabulary for studying other subjects in English.

• Colour illustrations make it easy to understand more difficult words.
• Note boxes help with synonyms, words that go together, vocabulary building, etc.

Search the full A–Z and picture dictionary using the CD-ROM for each level and hear words spoken.

Oxford iWriter on CD-ROM


Oxford American Dictionary Vocabulary Builder

INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
KEITH FOLSE

50 lessons with more than 100 activities to help students consolidate and extend their vocabulary and achieve academic success. Write-in exercises make it suitable for class or home study.

www.oaadonline.com

Access the complete A–Z of the Oxford Advanced American Dictionary online.

• Hear all the headwords spoken in American English to practise pronunciation.
• See all the pictures from the dictionary and explore related illustrated words.
• Access the Oxford 3000™ list, the Academic Word List and all usage notes.
• Use the Oxford Text Checker to assess the vocabulary content of a text before using it in class.
• Set up a search box on your own website for quick access to www.oaadonline.com.

Oxford ESL Dictionary

for learners of English

INTERMEDIATE (B1–B2)

Builds students’ vocabulary and develops writing skills – the keys to academic success.

• Includes Canadian spellings, as well as Canadian English words such as Mountie and toonie.
• The Oxford Writing Tutor (included in the print dictionary) and the Oxford iWriter on the CD-ROM show students how to plan, write and review different types of writing.
• Oxford 3000™ words (the most important words to know in English), content area vocabulary (math, social studies, science, etc.) and Academic Word List words are clearly labelled.
• Includes 42,000 words, phrases, and meanings, plus 35,000 examples to show how words are used.

The Basic Oxford Picture Dictionary

Second Edition
MARGOT GRAMER

A topic-based picture dictionary programme that reflects the needs of beginner-level adult and young adult students.

Oxford Picture Dictionary

Second Edition
JAYME ADELSON-GOLSTEIN AND NORMA SHAPIRO

A popular picture dictionary for young adult and adult learners, available in 13 bilingual editions, that builds vocabulary and develops critical-thinking skills.

• Clear, vibrant illustrations define over 4,000 words and phrases.
• Practice activities enable students to immediately use the target vocabulary.
• Intro pages, Story pages, and More Verbs and Phrases sections help learners improve their vocabulary as well as reading, critical-thinking and speaking skills.

Reading Library

Nine readers based on topics in the Oxford Picture Dictionary, with narratives on issues including society, study and the workplace.

Interactive CD-ROM

Available online and on CD-ROM, the Oxford Picture Dictionary Interactive offers students over 300 hours of individual practice.

Classroom Presentation Tool

This interactive teaching resource for whole-class instruction builds active vocabulary through teacher-directed guided practice.

See also Oxford Picture Dictionary app page 85
Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas
Second Edition

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (PRIMARY)
Jenni Currie Santamaria and Joan Ross Keyes

ASSESSMENT EXPERT: Margo Gottlieb

• Dictionary teaches more than 800 words using 70 topics, grouped into nine thematic units. Includes the language of home, school, social studies, science and math.
• Workbook includes vocabulary and academic language practice for every Dictionary topic.
• Reproducibles Collection includes pre-reading, reading, post-reading and writing practice, plus more than 800 Word and Picture Cards.
• Teacher’s Edition is based on research-based instructional routines. It is structured in a wraparound format with four pages of instruction per topic.
• Audio CDs contain clear pronunciation of Dictionary terms and readings.
• iPack Online provides additional vocabulary practice for every Dictionary topic, including karaoke-style chants.
• Assessment CD-ROM contains customizable tests for every topic.

NEW

Oxford Illustrated Math Dictionary
Oxford Illustrated Science Dictionary
Oxford Illustrated Social Studies Dictionary

HIGH-BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE

These dictionaries make academic vocabulary accessible to language learners. Each dictionary includes 500–700 entries, showing the part of speech, pronunciation, illustration and an example sentence for each entry.

Oxford Illustrated Math Dictionary
978 0 19 407128 4

Oxford Illustrated Science Dictionary
978 0 19 407127 7

Oxford Illustrated Social Studies Dictionary
978 0 19 407133 8

Oxford Dictionary Picture Content Areas
Second Edition

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (PRIMARLY)
Jenni Currie Santamaria and Joan Ross Keyes

ASSESSMENT EXPERT: Margo Gottlieb

• Dictionary with over 1,600 words and 77 topics organized into ten thematic units in social studies, science and math.
• Workbook with additional vocabulary, academic language and critical-thinking practice.
• Reproducibles Collection with reading and writing practice, and over 1,350 Word and Picture Cards.
• Teacher’s Edition provides a research-based instructional routine, customizable lesson plan CD, and an Instructional Assessment Usage Guide.
• Class Audio CDs with pronunciation of all the Dictionary terms and readings in the Reproducibles Collection.
• Academic Language Accelerator with 100+ suggestions for facilitating content vocabulary and concept learning.
• Assessment CD-ROM provides customizable tests for every topic.
• iPack: Interactive software contains Dictionary pages, audio, games and karaoke-style chants.
• Content Area Readers to practise and extend vocabulary, language and concepts. See the online catalogue for more information.